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Uncertainty
Part 1
Thought Puzzles

Introduction
This appendix is for the weightless warriors, those who have fought through the first two
books (In Pursuit of Weightlessness | The Essence of Lightness) in this series of sorts. While
I’m generally not a fan of offering specific interpretations to, or the meaning behind, literature,
it is probably clear that certain sections of the novel are didactic. My aim with this appendix,
beyond keeping it brief, is to shed a little more light into the rationale of dicing for life options.
For it’s not just about embracing randomness as such, it’s that there may be no other reasonable
way of approaching big life questions that exceed one’s current understanding.
George, in the chapter ‘Law of the Die,’ describes Grandmaster Flash’s opus on dicing as
the social solution to Weightlessness. And whether it is or it isn’t, it’s a pretty intriguing
proposition. For at the end of the day, what are we after? And what does it at all matter if we
finally achieve our most sought-after dreams only to discover we feel burdened, weighed down
by the stuff of life and unsatisfied all the same?
George identified a critical omission in Weightlessness (the philosophy and method):
what if your life sucks and you don’t know how to fix it? There’s a great deal of deep work we
all can do to shift personal perspective toward optimism and opportunity, but if we’ve been on
that train of reorientation and personal growth for a while and keep butting our heads against
the wall, it’s possible we might need to remove the wall. This book is about how we might go
about that.
In the following pages I’ll present a few thought puzzles and paradigm-challenging
insights that highlight just how ill-equipped you and I are to understand complexity and
navigate uncertainty in our lives, despite how much control we believe we have in the decisions
we make. Many of them are running themes throughout the Weightless trilogy, but in the other
works I’ve explored these problems from the angle of man’s perspective on and relationship to
his plight and ignored, to a large degree, the other side of the equation – the very real plight.
And this is where things become tricky.
We know a great deal about personal transformation. We may not have worked out, on a
deep, integrative level, every aspect of human growth and performance, but we do understand,
to a very high degree, how to wave that magic wand of targeted stressors to elicit very
predictable changes in the human mind-body. And while the inner workings of this mind-body
are still a black box, we can, to a large degree of accuracy, prescribe certain actions and
practices and habits and expect very specific adaptations.
And so we know, as is thoroughly dissected and programmatized in The Essence of
Lightness, that we can unburden our bodies and minds of negative stress imposed through our
environments (up to a point), and access, through the taking on of constructive, positive
stressors and through the cultivation of sensitivity, a personal sense of weightlessness in life.
This story gets complicated, however, if there are considerable external reasons for not
feeling weightless, beyond the issue of individual knowledge and effort (which are dissected in
the other books). If the reason for your depression is poverty stemming from a lack of skills or
education, this is a big problem not well solved through mind-body training. You may attain a
state of peace where externalities don’t bother you that much, but that state alone is unlikely to
resolve the external problem without actions directed outside of oneself.

Further, if your grocery store only sells Twinkies and you happen to be morbidly obese,
this is a problem not well solved through foundational mind-body training alone. So, while the
mind-body has miraculous powers of insight and perspective that can overcome the most
oppressive of environments, sometimes it’s easier to change the environment than it is to force
oneself to reorient around constraints that are disadvantageous, unfair, unreasonable, or just
plain stupid.
If you’re in the forest and a bear is tracking you, should you take time to center yourself
and breathe into your abdomen, relinquishing judgment and enlivening your senses? No. You
should fucking run. Fast.
So that leaves us in a precarious place, for uncertainty makes fools of us all; mind-body
development can help us weather the storm, but it cannot put a stop to the storm. As has been
(or should have been) asked by everyone, especially those in transition: how do I move
forward if I don’t know what to do?
Without the tools, resources, or even personal clarity of purpose, how do I shift feelings
of stagnation, helplessness, hopelessness, and possibly even depression that are weighing me
down in life? And if things are less dire, more net positive, perhaps that itch of untapped
potential surfaces – how can I, to quote Millie, squeeze the shit out of life?
While at first glance the dice might seem a ridiculous work-around to the problem of
uncertainty – the problem of Weightlessness beyond the mind-body – there are real limitations
to reason, strategy, and effort that I’ll allude to below that might make dicing seem a little
more reasonable than when you turned the first page of this book. For the reality is, whether
we choose to accept it or not, nobody knows…
The die alone is honest about that.
This isn’t a lobbying effort for mankind to start rolling dice for life options. It’s merely
a conversation between you and me, aimed at giving all of us a little more insight, hope, and
inspiration in life when we need it most. For there are no answers, for any of us. We’ve got to
act. We’ve got to take chances. And we’ve got to roll the dice.

The Uncertainty Problem

The Uncertainty Problem
Problem: We cannot predict the future yet are charged with making decisions that have real
consequences.
None of us can predict the future, and yet all of us live, and make decisions, as if
outcomes should come from specific actions. We establish routines that promise security. We
commit to careers that promise certain financial outcomes. We study, we invest, we take care of
ourselves, because it’s what others do who seem to be farther along in the game of health and
happiness than we are. We extrapolate patterns from inspiring case studies, and we commit
ourselves to them.
Pattern extrapolation and consequent modeling, while often useful, should act as a
signpost, not gospel. The key within all approaches to progress in life – mind-body, social,
business, religious, etc – is to remember that dictum.
We don’t really know what’s good for us… Geniuses wind up broke, and health freaks
still get cancer.
We also don’t know what we don’t know. Most of what we value in our lives did not
surface by design, but by a series of inscrutable events beneath the surface of experience. We
treasure these as blessings, and many people go so far as to believe they were meant to be – that
they, at the center of the universe, orchestrated preposterously complex series of events through
faith or positive thinking, manifesting the movements of ants, the blowing of wind, their
teenage heartbreak, that time they got diarrhea, the invention of the Internet, dog shoes, their
poorly made Starbucks latte this morning – all so that they, today, would receive the kindness
of a random stranger who stopped to help them change a flat tire on the side of the road.
While we cannot rule that out, it’s important that we acknowledge just how complex the
world is, and how little of it we actually see. And with that, how self-aggrandizing most
narratives of personal meaning become when we step back just a little and look at things
objectively. We don’t know shit about shit. And yet… you likely have a six-month, or one-year,
or five-year plan. Perhaps you’re pursuing a degree that you should receive in a few years.
Perhaps you’re working your way up the corporate ladder and dreaming of world domination or
early retirement. Perhaps you’re out to fix climate change (thank you!). Perhaps you’re a
YouTube influencer who wants to save the world with next-gen protein powder (promote
veggies instead!). Perhaps you want to get married this year. Perhaps you want to get divorced
this year.
Whatever it is, these are personal narratives aimed at making meaning, at giving purpose.
They help us act today and move forward with intention. But, and this is important, they don’t
say anything about reality, which is far too complex to model with any degree of accuracy. So
the challenge, for all of us, is where that line falls, the one that separates reasonable, highprobability outcome assessments from pure delusion. For the game of accurate, absolute
forecasting is off the table, so far as I can tell. And if we can’t reason our way through the
complexity of life, we are left asking… now what?

The Boulder Problem

The Boulder Problem
Problem: How can we access states of weightlessness in life if there are very real external
constraints at cross-purposes with that aim?
The existential philosopher Camus challenged us to imagine the prankster-god Sisyphus
(who was punished with an eternity of rolling a boulder up a hill, only to watch it roll back
down again) happy. While we may have the perspective and personal resilience to manage such
an ask, it’s hard to overlook the burden inherent in a life of monotonous mediocrity, where
constant strain (if not suffering) is real. While Camus asks us to consider the boulder (our
personal plights and obstacles) deferential to personal perspective, Flash and Millie ask us: how
do we remove the goddamned boulder? This is existentialism 2.0.
In The Essence of Lightness, I explore the internals (personal perspective and mind-body
hardware considerations) of this problem from a few angles. One is this the myth of Sisyphus
through Camus’s interpretation. Another is the perspective of Viktor Frankl (psychologist and
holocaust survivor). Like the practice of mindful awareness, his aim was to improve awareness
of that space between stimulus and response that allows us to breach conditioned thoughts and
habits, and to make fundamentally different life decisions, including ownership of our
interpretations and the mental states that follow.
Nothing in this book should supersede the importance of personal perspective and the
mind-body tools of transformation. They are preeminent, and they precede this particular
discussion, if not all discussions on change and personal growth. Hardware precedes software
(software is discussed below in the ‘The Software Problem’).
But I imagine Frankl would agree that once we have some modicum of awareness of
personal triggers and control over our internal responses, we should then tackle the problem
writ large – those goddamned Nazis. So while the story of Weightlessness – your story of
unburdening and impassioned living – is largely a hardware (mind-body) issue that requires
constant awareness and effort over time, this doesn’t mean that when and as you can, you
shouldn’t pants Hitler (remove real obstacles that inhibit your passion and sense of
weightlessness).
It also doesn’t mean that if you’re not sure how to pants him, that you just say fuck it,
everything happens for a reason, just go with the flow. No, it means you should do something.
What something? I don’t know, man. Guess. Put some options on the dice, your three best
guesses that get you closer to pantsing Hitler, to crushing the boulder, to clearing your
boundaries and crushing life. And roll… hard.
This game is about taking responsibility for those things within your scope of
influence… AND those outside it. For if the die has taught us anything, it’s that all things can
fall under that scope with a bit of tinkering and a lot of personal effort. The common dictum on
coffee mugs and t-shirts worldwide, often referred to as the Serenity Prayer: grant to us
the serenity of mind to accept that which cannot be changed; the courage to change that which
can be changed; and the wisdom to know the one from the other – is beautifully consistent with
Weightlessness theory, and horribly inconsistent with Dice theory.
We don’t know what we don’t know, and assumptions of personal influence and reach,
unless you’re literally imprisoned (as we’ll discuss in ‘The Prison Problem’), are almost
guaranteed to be too narrow, and conveniently so. This absolves us of a great deal of personal
responsibility, arms us with excuses, and allows us to overlook with impunity atrocities,
offenses, and unnecessary boundaries in life.

The die tells us another story, one of radical ownership of the good, the bad, and the
ugly. One of untold influence. One of infinite possibility.
In matters of uncertainty or stagnation in life, there are three well known approaches.
One: you quit, and likely get depressed and defeated, giving the boulder credence over your
mental outlook and effort. Two: you fake it till you make it, deluding yourself into thinking
that mind is truly over matter, and that there is no boulder, no fixed reality that the mind cannot
bend to your will. This is the approach of a handful of astronomically successful outliers as
well as those populating the vast graveyard of failed, unlucky go-getters. Three: you face
reality with shoulders tall and eyes fixed, reorienting yourself, molding your mind-body
against the challenge of the boulder until you become it’s equal, until it loses power over you.
This is Camus’s challenge. This is the proposition of Weightlessness.
And now, your fourth: you face the void naked and alone, and you roll the goddamned
dice. More. Faster. Harder – exposing yourself to options directly related to the problem at
hand until fate bends to your will.
Just remember… the die, she promises answers, yes. But she doesn’t promise peace.

The Software Problem

The Software Problem
Problem: Give Tarzan one week alone in New York City and my money has him homeless and
toothless, giving blowjobs for 99-cent burgers and cocaine (not necessarily in that order), just
to make it through the day. Let me explain.
This is a derivative of the boulder problem.
In The Essence of Lightness I draw the distinction between our hardware (mind-body
assets) and software (social and vocational skills). This is an incredibly important distinction
that gets addressed rarely, if ever, by those in the transformation community. They’re generally
all lumped into the same basket. But they’re different, incredibly so. The most defining
difference is that they speak to different worlds.
The craft of mind-body development, while largely dealing with a black box of biology
(though we’re getting closer to mapping what makes us tick), allows us to manipulate and
develop its composite parts in very predictable ways. Life at large – love, business, and futurepredicting activities – operates in irreducibly complex systems that we remain blind to,
regardless of research, experience, and familiarity.
No matter how much a relationship therapist knows about his subject, he can still be
destroyed by his own misfortunes in the game of love. No matter how successful an
entrepreneur is, she can still start a company that dies miserably as if it was her first time
through the gauntlet of business.
Strategies that work in static-closed domains (mechanics, carpentry, mathematics (mindbody, to a point)) do not translate to dynamic-open domains (fighting, trading, love,
entrepreneurship) due to the magnitude of complexity and the rate of change in the latter. That
means that we can to a high degree correlate outcome with effort, knowledge with results, in a
closed system; but in a complex system these very traits of knowledge and effort are just as
likely to lead to ruin as they are to success without a great deal of luck along the way. But
fortunately for us, the die teaches that luck can be designed.
The reason for revisiting the hardware-software issue is to broaden the conversation of
personal perspective and personal growth. For while development and personal change can
have an incredible impact on health, happiness, and success, there’s more to this tale than the
masters of success let on. Back to Tarzan.
There’s perhaps no better example of hardware optimization than Tarzan, a specimen of
mind-body performance in the most hostile of environments, at one with self and nature and, in
the jungle that is his home, king. But beyond that Tarzan was a veritable dolt who, when
removed from his environment, collapsed under the pressures of modern society. At least in
some accounts. And while we can all make incredible headway with practices of personal
development, a large part of the weightlessness equation is social or vocational, where specific
skills, networks, and resources external to one’s hardware play a massive role.
We’ve all felt this, haven’t we? We’ve left the comfort of our expertise, our people, and
we’ve gone to a party, meeting, or talk, or experienced a new job culture, and felt like we’d
fallen into the deep end without a clue as to how to orient and adapt. This is because the
software rules implicit in that new environment – the skills, the knowledge, the vocabulary –
haven’t been downloaded yet.

The challenge of Weightlessness (the method) is: how do we survive long enough to
acquire them, and navigate that process with power and grace?
The challenge of the die is: how do we change the rules of the game, and rapidly acquire
what’s needed to flourish in new environments?
Imagine Tarzan, beacon of human performance, dropped alone in New York City. While
he has the greatest potential among us to learn and adapt given the right conditions, he would
collapse under the pressures of uncertainty in a wholly different environment, one
unsympathetic to his domain of expertise.
We underestimate just how much software we all contain, from familial relationships to
basic human etiquette, from understanding the logic of traffic and transport in general to the
knowledge that pieces of colored paper of specified value are exchanged for goods and services
and basic human means.
So here’s how this would go: Tarzan would be sniffing asses, invading personal space
left and right, blathering like a lunatic on crack or too petrified to speak at all, wandering
around until his olfactory senses heightened from hunger; and he’d either take to dumpster
diving for food or would sell himself for quick cash and sustenance. It wouldn’t be pretty.
The good news: you’re not Tarzan.
The bad news: you have the same problem to solve.
Without knowing what to do – because we don’t know what we don’t know, and often
have no idea what’s good for us – how do you iterate options that establish momentum beyond
the mind-body, acquiring skills, resources, and connections that catapult you to a place of
social Weightlessness?

The Prison Problem

The Prison Problem
Problem: How do we breach the confines of our current circumstances without the knowledge,
skills, or resources to do so?
This is a derivative of the software problem.
Many of these problems are closely related, as may be apparent, and you might conclude
that I’m repeating myself. But, and this is important, the nuances in these problems ARE the
problems. We don’t think critically enough about the constraints that hold us back and the
uncertainty we face in life. And while one sentence can state the fact, how we assess these
problems – from which angles and perspectives – makes a tremendous difference in
implementing the strategies in this book. Hell, it even makes all the difference in
comprehending these strategies. For only when one fully accepts the inherent limitations of
logic and insight can one embrace alternative strategies that require neither.
Andy Dufresne in The Shawshank Redemption and Edmond Dantès in The Count of
Monte Cristo were both imprisoned for years, isolated from the world they knew, deprived of
the resources and opportunities that would have allowed them to step beyond their discontent.
Their boulders in this case, the very real walls encasing them. These heroes are a meaningful
segue between the wholly fatalistic tale of Sisyphus and the seemingly unstructured plights that
you and I live daily. But their plights are not so different from our own, speaking more to a
difference in degree, than a difference in kind.
The Prison Problem, which I considered dubbing the Options Problem, is one of tightly
defined social constraint (too few options to choose from). A prison has limited access to
upward mobility in life – finances, networks, opportunities – that you and I could in theory
access through social media, direct contacts, the Internet, or effort outside of caged walls.
Despite that, many of us, myself included from time to time, have the mental outlook of a
caged prisoner, lost without a cause, hopeless, uncertain how to trigger momentum. ‘Nothing is
going my way.’
Dantès, more than Dufresne, followed the Weightlessness method of transformation, first
cultivating a body that could fight and a mind capable of deep awareness, insight, and reason,
lying in wait for the opportunity to escape and implement the higher level of mind-body
performance cultivated in the shadows of confinement. But both of them, with or without
mind-body training, looked at their narrow worlds as Camus charged us to look at Sisyphus –
every crack and crevice and protrusion of the boulder, his connection to the rock that molded
him into its equal, his embodied effort, and the vast expanse and limitless sunset he’d witness
in peace as he strolled back down the hill without burden toward the boulder he’d fought to
elevate. Dantès and Dufresne owned their environments, plotting, planning, mastering every
corner and crevice of their cells, accumulating resources along the way, monetary, educational,
or tactical, that would allow them to escape their confinement and conquer the world beyond,
when the time was right.
And herein lies two important lessons. The first is the power of perspective. Are you
optimizing the resources at your current disposal? Or are you undervaluing what you have
before you, and overvaluing things beyond your current reach? For it’s quite possible that until
you learn to master your current cell, that tools and resources that lie beyond will be just as
useless until possessed by a fighter who knows how to survive with the bare minimum. A
warrior who cannot use his fists should not be given a sword.

The second lesson is that options ARE required to conquer suffocating circumstances.
Positive thinking alone does not free a prisoner from his prison, though that may be step one.
One must be willing to align every possible option, with or without complete knowledge of
how options will play out. The filter is simple: Will these options played potentially benefit my
plight? If yes, play them. If no, don’t. And if uncertain, follow that filter with another: If they
seem to be of benefit, will they at least not harm me? If they seem to pose no harm (low risk),
play them. And learn with every chance taken.
To fill out this game, a quick lesson from finance. Options on stocks or commodities are
fascinating tools. Without going deeply into their pros and cons, their very definition is
extremely insightful: An option gives you the right, but not the obligation, to own the
underlying asset within a specific period of time. What this means is that rather than buy
Amazon stock outright at X dollars per share, you could own the right to buy the stock at a
specified market price at a mere fraction of the total stock price. The caveat, is that the price of
the asset must rise beyond the designated price prior to expiration, otherwise it expires
worthless.
In other words, it gives you the chance to drink the milk without buying the whole cow.
This gives you exposure to limitless upside, with a known and limited degree of risk. It just so
happens that most options expire worthless (sound like life at all?), and so maintaining low
exposure to them is paramount. But having no exposure whatsoever means potentially missing
out on untold upside and astronomical returns. I qualify that by saying: do your research,
naturally. All assets are not primed to move your way, nor are they primed to do so in a
timeframe that suits you.
And herein lies your filter for options selection in life, a filter that, as Flash advises, must
be honed and tightened over time through personal experimentation: play those options in life
that seemingly carry little risk, yet have considerable (preferably unlimited) upside if they pan
out.
Risk is not just financial in this case; it may include opportunity cost, time and effort,
and risk to relationships or career. If something costs little time and money but could have
tremendous payoff – a meeting with someone who can help you discover tools and resources
for personal advancement, a new fitness regimen, an online class, making a phone call to an
estranged relative who matters to you – give it a chance on the die.
Life is complex, and every chance-fueled effort generates ripples of opportunity. Options
are your get-out-of-jail-free card.

The Perspective Problem

Problem: When the boulder is real, how do we remain empowered, passionate, centered, and
driven?
This is a derivative of (or perhaps a precursor to) the Prison Problem.
Despite how it may seem, I’m not trying to entirely disrupt delusion… many a hero has
dreamed bigger than his knowledge and experience could reasonably inform, and his efforts
and focus changed the perceptions and movements of individuals and markets. If you’re a
dreamer, dream on.
I’m merely trying to attack the fallout and paralysis that comes from having false
narratives torn apart by a reality that doesn’t match. For if we can learn to enter the void of
uncertainty without attachment to fixed narratives (though with well-founded hypotheses),
then when volatility hits we’ll be able to stay the course. Because volatility was always part of
the plan.
This discussion is fully fleshed out in prior books, but it’s still necessary to mention. For
without perspective, the dice will destroy you.

The Stupidity Problem

The Stupidity Problem
Problem: Not everyone learns from their mistakes (and the mistakes of others).
Aaaannnnddd… this is why mind-body training should precede life-tinkering. Selfawareness and sensitivity to circumstance are critical for learning from mistakes and
discovering opportunity. Without them, I see two potentially catastrophic risks: taking on risks
so large that one mistake leads to death (legit death) or destruction (in business or
relationships); and repeating mistakes that stall or sabotage progress.
Everyone is familiar with Edison’s quote that he didn’t fail, he just learned a thousand
ways not to make a lightbulb. This is a phenomenal orientation toward the pursuit of progress,
but it neglects to identify the ever-present risk of repeating the actions, processes, or habits that
are themselves responsible for stagnation. One must, if attempting anything that exceeds
current understanding or skill, be self-reflective throughout. For we can never assume that
because we want something, it will be received. Or that because we’re trying hard, then even
stupid methods will reap positive rewards.
To help this point hit home, I submit the 2017 and 2018 winners of the Darwin Awards,
awarded to those who improve the human gene pool by accidentally and spectacularly
removing themselves from it. The 2018 winner, who made international headlines, was a man
who took it upon himself to proselytize to an isolated tribe of natives with 60,000 years of
history. He was warned not to, because they’d become increasingly hostile, with a no-tolerance
policy for foreigners since British occupation nearly whipped them out two centuries prior.
So our ambitious savior rented a kayak and made his way to the island, armed with the
insanely generous gifts of scissors, a soccer ball, and Jesus. Immediately upon arrival, our hero
was attacked with arrows, had a noose tied around his neck, and was dragged along the beach.
Nobody knows if the Sentinelese learned to play soccer.
The 2017 winner went out in fantastic fashion as well, earning the descriptor Steamy
Buns. An overconfident, spiritual magician of sorts, 68 years old, steamed himself to death in a
giant, enclosed wok filled with rice, corn, and vegetarian buns. By the time onlookers heard
him knocking feverishly from within, it was too late. They raised the lid to find him
unconscious and fatally injured. Nobody knows if the corn was finished.
These idiotic tales are examples of how NOT to apply the principles of dicing. They’re
examples of a lopsided payoff curve, where upside is limited (and of very questionable benefit)
and risk is absolute (death). A competent diceperson will play options contrary to this, where
risk is limited or nonexistent, and upside is far-reaching.
Not all things should be trialed, and those that carry overt risk should be trialed even less.
Does this mean big risks shouldn’t be taken? No, but it does mean madness and measure must
be balanced. And if you don’t know where that line is, try small, harmless options that pose little
risk (for a very long time), until clarity around the big options manifests.
Don’t try to convert hostile tribes to your religion of choice or cook yourself in a wok.
Unless, of course, the die tells you to. It is law, after all.
Alex Honnold, the first and only man to free solo Yosemite’s El Capitan, accomplished a
feat that would, and I don’t say this with hyperbole, kill any other human. The very best
climbers in the world were in tears watching him climb that thousand-meter granite wall
without ropes or protection. But Alex also happened to have over 100 free solo climbs under his
belt, and he trained, climbed, and mind-mapped El Cap ad nauseam prior to his attempt. He was
a master executing his craft.

I share this incredible tale in contrast to the morons above because it creates an
invaluable heuristic in the game of risk-taking – skill tempers risk.
The largest problem inherent in the Stupidity Problem is, by far, that of unwitting
delusion, which gives someone the confidence of an Alex Honnold with the skill of the soccer
ball missionary. I’ll discuss this further in ‘The Delusion Problem.’
As a general rule, based on these case studies, the conscientious dice-person will play a
majority of low-risk options and avoid those of great risk without a counterbalance of
extraordinary skill and experience. Put yourself in positions that allow you to survive and learn,
whether you succeed or fail. The better you get at creating personal filters that increase the rate
of learning (by removing irrelevant options over time), the faster you’ll create a portfolio of
options that tap into the momentum game.

The Vending Machine Problem

The Vending Machine Problem
Problem: Vending machines take more lives than sharks, but nobody’s afraid of a vending
machine.
This is a derivative of the Uncertainty Problem.
Statistically speaking, you’re more likely to die from a vending machine falling on you
than by shark attack. While this is likely due to the fact that we experience more vending
machines than sharks (and spend less time in shark-infested waters than locations with fast-grab
food options), I guarantee that if you place an image of a vending machine and a shark side by
side in front of someone, that statistic will not match their fear response. Ok, this example is a
little facetious, and shouldn’t be taken too seriously, but the line of reasoning should. For
humans are crap at bypassing personal bias.
Along similar lines, Americans are three times more likely to die from choking on food
than to die in a mass shooting, and four time more likely to die in a mass shooting by an
American citizen than by a foreign-born person. Likewise, the perceptions and fears many have
don’t match the stats, with many thinking illegal immigration is a leading cause of mass gun
violence. You’re far more likely to get shot by the white guy next door than by an immigrant
hopping the border.
Last point to hit this home, possibly the hardest to work out at first hearing, is the claim
of Nassim Taleb (author of Black Swan and Antifragile) that there isn’t enough evidence to
show Warren Buffett’s success is the result of skill, rather than good luck. This doesn’t mean
that Warren Buffett doesn’t have skill, it just means that you and I have no way of determining
it. And, statistically speaking, there has to be a Warren Buffett – a person who has placed a
similar number of bets purely at random – a flip of a coin, a roll of the dice – and realized his
success with questionable skill and a whole lotta luck.
This seems at first glance to be completely incoherent. But, again, statistically speaking,
to treat Buffet’s advice as gospel truth wouldn’t be prudent. Doing so could be considered
flawed thinking stemming from survivorship and outcome biases, to be precise.
We assume Shaolin monks are some of the best warriors on Earth because of their
methods. But in reality, not many survive the training process. It’s wholly possible that those
who survive are built from different stock and would have risen to the top under any training
method. It’s also possible that the best potentials died early in the process and were never given
the chance to blossom, due to inferior training methods. We just can’t know. Looking at
outcome rarely gives us insight into process unless accompanied by a whole lot of data.
I do qualify this example a bit, however, as Shaolin kung fu does have far more data
points than our legendary investor, with well over a thousand years of master-disciple
relationship, and tens of thousands of new recruits each year in the Shaolin Temple region, if
not the Temple itself. So that can and should add a great deal of credibility to their process,
from a statistical standpoint. But, as someone who has trained at the Temple, and with several
warrior monks throughout China, I was often left wondering with many methods and tactics in
the system, ‘Is there really no other way?’
The desire to look at key exemplars as rational sophisticates smacks of survivorship and
outcome biases unless accompanied by thousands of data points – decisions made and methods
implemented that resulted in expected, positive outcomes.

And very few people have that many correct calls. We think that their success must be a
byproduct of their approaches and methods. But this isn’t necessarily so. Some people just get
lucky.
The correlate of this problem, and as potentially devastating, is outcome bias that leads to
the assumption that short term failures speak to the rationale or relevance of process. It’s very
easy to assume a failed businessman is an idiot, or that a losing fighter is unskilled. But because
they are playing in complex games, it’s certainly possible to do everything right and still fail.
This is generally well understand by budding craftsman (and almost no one else), who have
learned to uphold tools and principles even amidst short-term failures, in order to win in the
long term with reproducible results.
A fighter who adheres strictly to a strategy in order to learn a specific set of skills may
lose in the application of it in the short term. The ignorant will say that he has a flawed strategy,
or that he lacks skill in general, but the long game requires sacrifices like this in all complex
games.
An entrepreneur might be practicing prudent money management as the market takes a
sharp downturn. He may also do some shady shit and make a boat load of quick cash. In such
cases, exalting the outcome without investigating method, market dynamics, or governing
principles is unlikely to yield any actionable guidelines.
Morons sometimes get rich. And losers sometimes win fights. They don’t deserve to be
posters on your bedroom wall… unless of course they do so in spectacularly absurd fashion,
like Mr. Steamy Buns. But I digress.
Now we take an example of someone who understands statistics and demonstrates a way
of approaching the improbable with the right perspective. Elon Musk gave SpaceX a 10%
chance of success at its onset. Despite that, he raised billions, failed three attempts at rocket
launch (the predetermined metric for continuing or closing shop), begged and pleaded for more
capital, and succeeded on the fourth launch. I believe that in a recent talk he gave their mission
to Mars a 70-80% chance of success.
This is a great example of a non-delusional entrepreneur, one who weathered the storm of
uncertainty because he understood he was playing a meaningful game with very poor odds. If
he had given himself an 80% probability of success at the onset, he’d never have made it to a
fourth launch. Why? Because the first two launches, or at the very least the third, should have
been successful. Since they weren’t, his entire paradigm must have been flawed… or so goes
the self-deprecating conclusion that stems from misapplied certainty.
Something magical happens when geniuses play in the void of uncertainty and don’t fall
victim to delusion. The impossible can become reality.

The Delusion Problem

The Delusion Problem
Problem: We’re meaning-making machines, but what if our narratives are wrong?
This is a derivative of the Vending Machine Problem.
The Dunning-Kruger effect is a cognitive bias in which people mistakenly assess
their cognitive ability (or skillset) as greater than it is. This leads to a lot of incompetent
people believing they can take on tasks and challenges far outside their capacities. And
the kicker: they have no idea why they’re deluded.

Occasionally, and conversely, this effect also states that true experts will suffer
from a lack of confidence, because the more they learn, the more they understand how
much there is to learn. The well gets deeper the more one digs.
This is the inverse of the perspective problem. The perspective problem addresses
fixed notions of dynamic reality that can and should be reoriented for personal
empowerment. The flip side is: what if your view is extremely motivating and
empowering, but… also completely delusional with no foundation in reality?
This is a complex problem, because true narratives are not always granted by
current conditions, but sometimes come to be realities after years of delusional pursuits.
This could be considered dumb luck. It could also be seen as the shifting of probabilities
as your efforts in the world affect real-world potentialities beyond you.
Alex Honnold’s vision and hard work manifested a near-impossible reality. The
soccer ball missionary should have kept Jesus for himself. The key to becoming the
former and not the latter is to expose yourself to market feedback, to the critiques of
capable talents who can squelch delusion and add pragmatic insights as often as possible.
When one does that, delusion can find no foothold and the perfect storm of theoretical
understanding and personal experience set the stage for reproducible feats of elite
performance, regardless of domain.

There is perhaps no more rewarding domain than martial arts to watch the delusional
crash and burn. There are few domains that have such steep consequences as well, which makes
it an absolutely absurd phenomenon. And yet, it happens all the time. Click here: Masters of
Woo Woo – to discover some of the most sobering fails wherein mystical martial artists accept
challenges by those who don’t buy into their schtick, only to find cold hard truth hitting them
right in the face.
After years of hypnotic suggestion in static-closed environments (the training studio), the
master believes himself to have extraordinary powers, and the students, those who desperately
want it to be true, create a closed circle with no uncertainty, no volatility, and no reality. To a
career martial artist like myself, such videos are pure gold, but they also act as incredible
metaphors for the risks inherent in the void of theoretical mastery without direct ‘market’
testing of personal assumptions.
The conscientious diceperson will test their edges, their assumptions on a regular basis.
This is a way of sharpening your sword, of dispelling delusions that may bind you to false
realities and prevent you from playing in the big game. It’s an odd time we live in, where people
sitting in the stands believe they’re actually in the game. The dice should be a call to action that
get you on the field with a bit of skin in the game.

The Volatility Problem

The Volatility Problem
Problem: All things break down in volatility.
I could leave the explanation at the problem, and move on. But this one too is overlooked
to the detriment of most players in games of complexity. Which is all of us… life and all that.
To dissect this problem, a lesson from videography. You see, volatility is not just an issue
of the degree of change, it’s also an issue of the rate of change. And while this may seem
obvious, it’s not well applied outside of the world of finance (and maybe not even there).
In videography there are different frame rates, each capturing more or less data, more or
less frames per second. The classical standard for film is 24 frames per second (which means
24 static images scroll within one second to create movement). Some films now are being shot
in 60 frames for greater clarity, especially within action scenes. And then there are slow motion
frame rates in the 120 to 180 range. If you are filming a subject with a handheld camera in 24
fps and also 180 fps at the same time – the same subject and the same camera movement mind
you (thought 2 different cameras) – and then you watch that footage at a standard viewing rate
of 24 to 30 frames per second, one of those recordings will look very jittery, the other, like soft
poetry. Ok, overstating that perhaps, but the distinction is glaringly obvious.
The 180 frame rate viewed at 30 frames per second would be six times slower (slow
motion) than the other piece of footage shot in 24 to 30 frames, yes, but the movement of the
camera, the shake, would also be gone. This phenomenon is the same across all facets of life, in
all domains. The rate of change, not change alone, is where everybody gets fucked.
You can survive instability, variance, mistakes that would otherwise be catastrophic,
when the rate of change is slow.
A market crash that occurs in days is far more destructive than a bear market that takes a
year. A spontaneous breakup is more acutely painful than one that slowly drains the life from
the relationship, and one in which both individuals are ready to move on. Hurricane winds far
more destructive than a strong breeze. Pounds of pressure applied gradually, like the parking of
a Semi on the abs of a magician, versus dropping it on him, has a fraction of the impact then
pressure applied at speed.
As Cus D’Amato, Mike Tysons boxing coach used to preach, “speed kills.”
All things break down in volatility.
Volatility, rates of change, are a massive challenge to personal narratives and
worldviews, for it means environmental feedback comes faster, harsher, and doesn’t give two
fucks if you like it or not. Climate change deniers have a harder time denying it’s truth as mass
migration occurs due to rising sea levels and alongside a massive increase in climate-caused
storms, floods, and droughts. Investors have a much harder time sticking to their guns as
markets rise faster and crash harder, causing their net worth to fluctuate dramatically in shorter
periods of time. And all of us will have a hard time adjusting to 30 to 50% of the work force
being replaced by computer algorithms and robotics, a transition that’s arriving more quickly
that most realize.
The Volatility Problem is the Uncertainty Problem on speed. It informs us that we are not
just dealing with the limitations of personal knowledge and perceptive in the world. We’re also
dealing with increasing interconnectedness and the butterfly effect across all facets of life in
ways we never did before. We’re dealing with problems hitting harder, coming faster.

And we need a mechanism of growth and performance that allows us to navigate this
without attaching limited and biased visions of the world to specific self-centered outcomes. We
have to learn to learn again, and faster.
The only way that one deals with volatility is through adaptation. And adaptation requires
flexibility of mind, and optionality of environment.
It means we can’t get stuck ‘believing’ without also testing, and often. It means we must
be willing to face the hurricane, but in so doing, see with clear vision the risks involved, and
adjust accordingly.
For that we need personal resilience – see Weightlessness.
And we need options – see the die.

The Motivation Problem

The Motivation Problem
Problem: Desire to achieve is not a simple psychological variable. It stems from the
perceptions of options and opportunity – environmental feedback and our perceptions of it.
This is why diet is the foundation of Weightlessness training, which regulates hormones
and re-sensitizes dopamine/serotonin receptors. A reduction in stimulants makes working for
big wins far easier in the long run. When you have Facebook, McDonald’s, and every other
major brand in the world studying your hormonal responses to food, likes on social media,
images, and conversations until they know exactly how to make you an addict of their product,
it’s much harder to pursue challenging goals without feeling like a failure most of the time.
Because reward signals are harder fought for.
Understanding basic operant conditioning and Pavlovian reinforcement is critical. A
mind-body conditioned for simple and ready reward is ill-suited to the grind and hustle
required to overcome hardship on the path to success. It’s also, for that matter, unlikely to fair
well if the perception of one’s environment is stifling and prison-like. This problem should be
tackled on two fronts: the perspective front, where we dispel delusions of ease and certainty;
and the options front, where we attempt to manufacture a more supportive environment, with
any luck setting the stage for internal (motivation) and external (compounding options)
momentum.
While Weightlessness training does attack the Perspective Problem head on – by
developing resilience to stress, and sensitivity to novelty – the dice too have their say. They
provide a way of filtering information from noise that is hard to replicate, unless one lives a
minimalist lifestyle or is highly skilled in meditation. And that is, they help dissociate effort
and outcome.
No matter which game we play, effort is necessary. As the die has taught us, outcome
may or may not come as a result of said effort, for randomness, good or bad, has a way of
shitting in your tacos. And while this is intellectually frustrating, it doesn’t need to be
practically frustrating, for we don’t need to identify ourselves with all (or most) outcomes in
life. Perceived outcomes are narratives, stories we tell ourselves to make sense of the world.
When they come true, we feel smart and validated. When they don’t, we don’t.
But not all outcomes provide meaningful information. Or rather, just because outcomes
don’t comply with expectations, doesn’t mean there isn’t valuable insight to be had. We just
need to have a bit of distance, a bird’s eye view of our circumstances, in order to temper the
emotional fallout in the case of bad outcomes, or the irrational exuberance in the case of good
outcomes. Because these outcomes say very little about you and your potential. They only
speak to an amalgam of forces, some self-directed, most market-dictated.
So yes, this means we don’t get to take credit for all touchdowns and glorious feats of
human genius, but it also means that failures are water off a duck’s back. And the die reminds
us of this by making a game of it all. This doesn’t mean we aren’t serious about life, but it
means we learn to play our hands hard and fast, and that volume, not just quality, matters in
this volatile, evolving world.
So, one can, through mindful nonattachment or happiness drugs that increase dopamine
levels, realize a greater level of motivation. The former, due to a reduction in the stress and fear
responses and a silencing of the inner critic, opens the door to motivation by reducing the
inhibitors of it. The latter, by way of direct boost to happiness neurotransmitters in the brain.

The die mirrors both of these avenues to motivation, for you can’t attach yourself cleanly
to things thrown at you randomly, and therefore, there’s less risk of emotional fallout when
options played don’t pan out. And the die helps reestablish a positive relationship with
meaningful signals in life. You begin to feel rewarded for risk played and effort taken, rather
than your momentary impulse to check your cell phone or count likes and views on social.
The second part of our equation on motivation was environmental feedback. Environment
is the feedback mechanism for thought (self-centered or otherwise), for your interpretations of
the world. When environment (literally anything you see, touch, sense) doesn’t validate your
assumptions: when you thought something should have been easier, and it wasn’t; when you
believed you were to be rewarded for effort, and you weren’t; when you wished people were
nicer and opportunities more frequent with less misery in the world, and there isn’t, you get
depressed. Depression stems from your orientation to the world, as just discussed, yes. But the
die teaches us that that world may not be so firmly fixed as it seems.
When life gives you lemons, make lemonade – perspective.
When life gives you lemons, throw that shit back and get you some red wine – Millie
(environment redesign).
We take the lemons and we make lemonade because options are limited. This might be
wonderful, mind you. But if you’re getting lemons and you hate lemonade, where’s the
motivation? Environment is giving you shitty, failing signals. To fix that, produce a plethora of
more meaningful, directional signals that suit the big vision in life, business, or passion.
This is a way of improving the feedback loop, of generating quality signals that reward
your efforts in and expectations of the world, of establishing internal motivation, and of
allowing greater upward mobility.

The Momentum Problem

The Momentum Problem
Problem: In a world of great complexity, how do we drive personal success (however defined)
along directions that matter (with increasing ease), rather than distribute efforts indiscriminately
or surrender to a state of stasis?
Stagnation occurs both mentally and circumstantially in life. Becoming aware of one’s
stagnation (if said awareness doesn’t become a point of pivot) often devolves into lethargy and
time-wasting – mental (or physical) masturbation that feeds on simple pleasures and takes one
off course – chocolate, social media, Netflix, etc. The root cause of this is mentioned in the
previous problem – a mind-body conditioned for simple and ready triggers of happiness
hormones. While this ain’t your fault (it’s how we’re all built!), it is your problem to solve.
Newton’s law of inertia applies as much to personal motivation and social circumstance
as it does to unconscious forces. An object at rest stays at rest, and an object in motion stays
in motion, with the same speed and in the same direction, unless acted upon by an unbalanced
force. In the game of life, we have two forces with which to unbalance stagnation: Personal
positivity (and effort) and the creation of real-world options that coordinate to grease the
grooves of personal success. (We’ll look at the specifics of options implementation in the next
part: George’s Game.)
When I did a week-long Weightlessness immersion for a business school in Paris, one of
the students had a strong negative reaction to these theories at first (yes, I was teaching dice
theory to MBA students). He was offended by the premise that relinquishing personal control
could somehow produce anything of personal value without a great deal of wasted time and
potential chaos. He felt that the mind, that reason, should be solely trusted. And within twentyfour hours he turned, acknowledging that, regardless of whether randomness is indeed the
solution, a catalyst or trigger, a call to action, is absolutely necessary to move the needle.
If nothing else, consider the die your call to action.
We’ve established that uncertainty is the only real certainty. And we’ve established that,
while one can reorient their perspective, their relationship, with their obstacles (their personal
boulders), positivity and directional ‘striving’ don’t necessarily remove obstacles. And we’ve
established that there are limitations to knowledge and insight, and that we don’t know what we
don’t know. And finally, we know that unless we get off the couch and roll the dice, shit doesn’t
change.
As such, personal breakthrough often lies in the ‘other,’ that option untested, that
opportunity untaken. And these other options aren’t discovered by deduction. It doesn’t come at
the back end of rigorous analysis; we can only analyze that which we know.
But the dice, they represent the other. They represent the unknown. The infinite.
They alone provide access to your unrealized self: the strongest version of you, the
richest, the most cunning, the most radically adaptive, the one that has no external limitations
holding you back. That version of you isn’t the outcome of tightly controlled processes and
detailed roadmaps. That’s the version of you that surfaces when you relinquish control and face
the void of uncertainty with a passion for life and a die that calls for action.
Does this mean you actually need to roll the die? No, not really. Well, maybe at first, to
get beyond the inner critic that prevents you from implementing options in the first place. But as
Caz explains in the chapter ‘Spirit of the Die,’ the die is merely a symbol.

When one understands these thought problems and propositions, a physical die is no
longer needed. Optionality is. And this doesn’t refer to options to choose from.
It refers to options implemented. Actions taken. So that the only effort left is a yea or nay,
acceptance or rejection of real and present possibilities already created.
And when options are activated and aligned to purpose, momentum grows to the point at
which prior obstacles are crushed, dwarfed, or disregarded by virtue of better work-arounds,
streamlined processes, and a mind no longer fixed in fear. At this point you become the hydra, a
creature so dominant that with every failure you only become stronger, because in the wake of
each failure lay two more options ready to fight for you.
And with them… hope.
Discussion continued in Part 3: ‘Becoming the Hydra.’

Optionality
Part 2
George’s Game

Revisit George’s game in the chapter ‘Law of the Die’…

George’s game is a simple proof. He has reverse engineered an event or circumstance,
something considered of good fortune. He’s able, through deduction, to prove 1) that things
happen for reasons, but not reasons with a capital R. Things happened because other things
happened. And 2) conceivably, we can manufacture those other things (options implemented) to
generate momentum. To be clear, that white piece in row five could be anything, anything you
deem of value – your job, your partner in life, your… you name it.
George is not suggesting that these are fated, or that anything is. He’s saying quite the
opposite. He’s saying that those tacit forces, events, relationships, etc, while generally blind to
us, don’t need to be. When we act and apply energy and reason along specific directions, options
have a chance of compounding. It’s a way of turning good luck on its head and owning the
process behind it.
Now it’s your turn…
Reverse engineer your top three loves. Start by identifying one thing in your life that you
are truly grateful for, whatever it may be. If you can’t think of a single thing, read In Pursuit of
Weightlessness, and then come back to George.
Now consider for a few minutes exactly how much effort you applied, how much
knowledge you had and implemented, to bring one of those things into your life. This doesn’t
mean you find causal relations between events, which surely exist. It means you identify
specific, intentional actions you took to manifest that awesome thing into your life. Got ‘em? Of
course you don’t. Cause most of us have no idea how good shit happens. And if you got lucky
with one, I guarantee the other two were not so simple.

Now, if you grant me the line of reasoning above, let’s flip the script and look toward the
future. This is where the game really becomes interesting. Identify one to three personal goals,
however big, and write them down. Beneath the first one create a list of options, hypotheses for
you to investigate. Depending on the complexity of your goals, or how grand, you may need
layers of options that look at timelines and large-scale shifts. For example, if you want to turn
your health around, you might simply write:

•get a diet plan
•100 squats a day
•hire a trainer
•find three fit people and make them my new friends
But if your target dramatically exceeds your current circumstances, i.e. you want to
build a million-dollar business and you’re broke, you need to create categories and then subcategories. You might, for example, identify the need for funding, for a product, and for sales
channels. And then under each you could list a series of options. Under funding you might
write:

•attend local entrepreneur or angel investor meeting
•investigate loan options from banks
•research and identify 3 potential strategic partners
•rob a bank
And if these too can be broken down – which meeting, which bank, etc – then do so, and
roll the dice. The more specific the better.
While building a business in such a manner may sound far-fetched, it’s not dissimilar to
the Lean Startup Method of business development, popularized by fast-moving tech startups in
Silicon Valley, which drops the comprehensive roadmaps of old that try to find a certain path in
an uncertain world, and creates short-term hypotheses to test assumptions, fail faster, learn, and
innovate. We’re after exposure to market forces that quickly validate or correct our
assumptions. We’re like tinkering babies on crack who babble constantly, touch everything,
and learn languages and movement skills faster than our smartest adults.
There are no rules in this game of life, but for noobs I recommend:

•Keep options to three or fewer to start.
•Overweight those options that you assume are most likely to pay off.
•Assign a carrot and a stick. Penalties should be particularly uncomfortable.
•Try not to do anything stupid.
And remember, this process is best served atop a honed mind-body and stable life
conditions. It should act as garnish, not the main dish.
Now, roll the dice and go get you some.
Be weightless…

Momentum
Part 3
Becoming the Hydra

(Law from the chapter ‘The Pipeline Runs Dry’)
Law of the Die: Four forces act on a boat: weight, buoyancy, wind, and drag. The first two are
the scope of Lightness training. The latter are your social architecture, the opportunities and
obstacles that determine your path. Momentum is a net positive amalgam of these forces, where
options aligned and compounded generate an overwhelming tailwind.
Stasis in life occurs at equilibrium (or worse, decline), when thrust (options in life) and
drag (personal obstacles) are perceptually balanced. This could be, as the equation implies,
resolved through a perspective shift, or an increase in buoyancy (weightlessness), which
reduces the impact of drag (obstacles) and increases sensitivity to opportunity. That part of this
equation is largely dissected in The Essence of Lightness.
As per the other part of this equation – obstacles and opportunities – we must understand
what it means to become the Hydra.

The hydra, mythological creature with many heads, that regrows two in place of one
should it be cut off, is a terrifying enemy. Not just because it’s a man-eating super freak, but
because it gets stronger the more it gets hurt. Perhaps this is the mindset we need right now.
Only rather than stand across from a creature that evolves faster than we can, we become that
creature ourselves. We set options at play that, should one alone fail to materialize desired
outcome, its evisceration only clears the field so that more, better, faster options take its place.
We’re entering an era of unprecedented uncertainty and volatility. Many have said that in
the past. Only those who have said it recently were correct. Shit’s about to get real.
We’ll be facing machines that learn exponentially faster than we do, and will (if they
cannot already) perform most tasks that humans do, and better. Climate will potentially cause
the migration of hundreds of millions of people as their homes become uninhabitable and local
economies are destroyed. And interconnectedness is paradoxically separating us all from one
another. Those who do not feel uncertain have their heads stuck in the sand and simply aren’t
looking ahead beyond their own narrow existences. These are unprecedented times.

Life will become more volatile, confusing, and in many cases, frightening. Now, more
than ever, we need to rethink education, personal growth, and meaning-making at large. In
schools today kids are not taught anything that a machine cannot do better, whether it’s the
study of historical record, crunching numbers, or dissecting the human body. And yet, kids are
not taught to breathe, to move with intelligence, and to empathize with one another. They’re not
taught how to use technology without being consumed by it. They’re standing on the train tracks
and looking down at their cell phones.
We’re fragile. And the greater the volatility, the greater the risk.
We cannot play the future by old rules. We’ve built algorithms and machines that can do
what we do, only they do it better. And the biggest problem is, after our early years, we forget
how to do what we do best: tinker, touch, poke, destroy, build, create. Our creations are
outcompeting us.
Machines can run simulations, living many lifetimes in just a few hours, learning the
same skills that would take you years in just a few minutes, and redesign themselves with
improvements. This isn’t meant to be a ‘we’re all fucked’ closer, or a ‘kill the machines’ effort.
It’s to suggest that we take back what we gave them – the brilliant, fearless minds of
tinkering children, willing to trial and test and babble and fall only to stand back up and learn
and adapt. This is who we are. It’s what we’re built for.

Like the hydra, we must learn to supercompensate when exposed to stress and hardship.
And as taught by the die, we must create options that place us at the epicenter of radical
adaptability, of opportunity, of momentum. So that even should one expectation, option, or
opportunity fail, it only clears the field for a myriad of stronger, more powerful options waiting
to fill that space. For this is the charge of the die: that we embrace randomness in life and live
with intention.
With options, we can become that which we fear.
With options, we can become the hydra.

Breakthrough
with Balls Dice
“Squeeze the Shit Outta Life”
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4+ Dice Rolls | Options Generated
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Let Randomness be Your Guide.
Roll at Your Own Risk.
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By Tom Fazio
THE WEIGHTLESS TRILOGY:
(Available on Amazon.com)
In Pursuit of Weightlessness (Weightless Trilogy #1)
... is a journey through the trenches of mind-body fitness. It explores
principles of peace, power, and enlightenment under the iron fists of
Shaolin monks, high on hallucinogenic mushrooms, amid
unexpected homelessness, and through random dice-dictated
experiments. In it, you’ll learn exactly what’s required to transform
the body, unburden the mind, and become weightless.

The Essence of Lightness (Weightless Trilogy #2)
... unveils the comprehensive philosophy and methodology of
Weightlessness. It looks deeply at our mind-body hardware and
proposes concrete, actionable life practices that empower us to
navigate uncertainty with power and grace. It also contains the origin
story of Grandmaster Flash, and his discovery of the Art of
Lightness.

Law of the Die (Weightless Trilogy #3)
Can good luck be designed? Two unlikely heroes with little in
common are bound to one another across time by the most unlikely
of fortunes. Should challenges exceed their abilities, they’ll embrace
the power of randomness and roll the dice, and in so doing provide
insights that allow you and me to navigate uncertainty in our own
lives.

FOR THE CHILDREN
(Available on Amazon.com)

Here Now Breathe is a story about the
challenges we all face, big or small, and a
reminder that the secret to being strong and
weightless in life is already within us.

